Week Ending: January 25, 2019

Top Stories This Week
AT&T Business Outlines 5G Focus With Mobile, Fixed-Wireless, Edge Computing
Services
AT&T has outlined its strategy for delivering 5G services to business customers. (telecompaper.com)

Google Is Fined $57 Million Under Europe’s Data Privacy Law
After European policymakers adopted a sweeping data privacy law last year, the big question was
how regulators would use their newfound authority against the most powerful technology companies.
(nytimes.com)

Products & Services
YouTube TV Finally Goes Nationwide Almost Two Years After Launch
YouTube TV is finally nearing nationwide availability. (msn.com)

Twitter Is Rolling Out A New Web Interface, Including An Emoji Button
Twitter has started to roll out a new interface for its web users that includes several key features, like
a newly designed emoji button. (theverge.com)

Emerging Technology
Fujitsu Develops AI Technology To Determine The Necessity Of Cyberattack Responses
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. has developed an AI technology that automatically determines whether
action needs to be taken in response to a cyberattack. (itvoice.in)

Facebook Is Reportedly Testing Solar-Powered Internet Drones Again- This Time With
Airbus
Facebook last year grounded its ambitious plan to develop a solar-powered drone to beam internet
across the world, but the company isn’t done with the concept, it seems. (techcrunch.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
IBM Secures $325 Million Deal To Help Juniper Networks Develop Cloud-Native
Landscape
IBM has gotten Juniper Networks on board in a $325 million (£252m) deal which will see the former
assist the latter in enhancing their cloud journey. (cloudcomputing-news.net)
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Industry Reports
The Quiet Threat Inside ‘Internet Of Things’ Devices
As Americans increasingly buy and install smart devices in their homes, all those cheap
interconnected devices create new security problems for individuals and society as a whole.
(thenextweb.com)

Bitcoin Pioneer: 2019 Will See Crypto Phoenixes Rising From The Ashes
It isn’t a secret that 2018 was a dismal year for the cryptocurrency market. (ethereumworldnews.com)
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